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100 GovTech Companies Distribution by Region
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59. Nightingale security
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62. OpenDataSoft
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65. OS City
66. Palantir

67. Plume Labs
68. Purple WiFi
69. Remix
70. Ridango
71. Ridlr
72. Rubicon Global
73. Sensoneo
74. Shuttl
75. Sigalei
76. Smart load solutions
77. Social Bicycles
78. Space-Time Insight
79. SwiftComply
80. Swiftly
81. Symantec
82. Synapse Technology
83. Syneren Technologies Corporation
84. Telensa
85. Trafi
86. Transit App
87. trellyz
88. Trilliant
89. Understory
90. Varentec
91. Veniam
92. Verint
93. vialytics
94. Way care
95. WhereIsMyTransport
96. Zagster
97. Zencity
98. Zenysis
99. ZipGo

100. Zipline
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Introduction
This landscape report aims to demonstrate the variety of GovTech 
solutions existing worldwide. It focuses on factors driving the ongoing 
transformation of a state, main sectors to be changed, barriers to this 
process, and ways to overcome them. It also provides information on 
the main types of technologies used by GovTech including blockchain, 
AI and machine learning, IoT, robotic automation, and geospatial data 
analysis, with emphasis on the best examples of their implementation 
on various levels of public management. The report aims to answer 
the following questions:

● What are the key drivers of GovTech transformation in developed 
and developing countries?

● How can a state, business and citizens benefit from GovTech 
adoption?

● What has to be done to develop a healthy ecosystem for efficient 
collaboration between government and GovTech firms?

The report reviews 100 GovTech companies based in different regions 
and 350 investors in GovTech industry. 15 GovTech and Smart City 
tech hubs, 30 journalists and 40 influencers are also presented in the 
report. We have also investigated the achievements in GovTech 
adoption in 30 countries worldwide focusing primarily on the 
developing countries that, due to the circumstances, could not or 
could only partially embark on a course of public administration 
automation. This report is our first attempt to analyse GovTech 
industry and increase the level of expertise on the topic at the DKA.
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GovTech and a Modern State
Advanced technology has penetrated everyday life changing the way people communicate, study, work, shop and rest. New 
mobile services such as online banking, social networks, Uber, etc., have become a necessity no one can avoid using. With 
this revolution encompassing all regions and populations around the world, it could not but affect interaction between 
modern governments and citizens.

The ongoing rise of Govtech brings a more functional state that matches today's level of technology development and, most 
importantly, the demands of technologically-savvy citizens. Accenture research shows that 75 percent of citizens globally 
say government needs to tackle complex issues by collaborating with them, and 60 percent would themselves take an active 
role in personalising services. Modern state emulates communication tools used by the modern companies in their 
communication with clients. In other words, a state wants to be more close to its customers. State transformation can be 
explained by: 

1. Public Expectations. Citizens have rising expectations as they have grown accustomed to a different kind of user 
experience and functionality from using consumer-focused apps like Spotify, Uber and Google.

2. Technologies. Falling technology prices allow smaller companies to deliver cloud-based, mobilefirst services that are 
as robust and secure as the solutions that were previously the preserve of large corporates.

3. Government Engagement. Active policies by national and supranational governments are increasing government 
engagement with startups and subject matter experts (SMEs).

The power of GovTech lies in its ability to help governments to govern and innovate more effectively. This includes 
opportunities such as new channels for engaging and communicating with citizens (CivTech), and platforms that facilitate 
improved service delivery, and ongoing experimentation with emerging technologies.

The list of potential customers for GovTech solutions is also vast, and includes national and supranational governments, 
federal, state and local governments, cities and regions, state departments and ministries, specialised public agencies and 
regulatory bodies and arguably also schools, universities, hospitals, care homes, police forces and law courts.

10AccentureSource:
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GovTech Definition
Although GovTech gains traction globally, there is still no scientific definition for this industry. This term includes various 
industries such as Smart City, E-Gov, CrimeTech, etc. The main goal of the GovTech strategy is to change the relationship 
between people and the government at two levels. The first task is to share decision-making and city management with 
citizens. which is being introduced into the philosophy of Government to Citizen (G2C) management. The second task is to 
transform citizens into partners in every aspect of what is happening in the country.

The closest related term is E-government which refers to utilization of Information and Communication Technologies in 
order to transform relations with citizens, businesses, and other actors. These technologies can serve a variety of different 
ends: better delivery of government services to citizens, improved interactions with business and industry, citizen 
empowerment through access to information, or more efficient government management. The resulting benefits can be less 
corruption, increased transparency, greater convenience, revenue growth and/or cost reductions.

According to PwC, GovTech relies on three pillars: 
1. It’s about new and better ways to enable citizens to engage in their communities and receive the public services they 

need.
2. It’s fuelled by new technologies, joining up data and services in a mobile and connected world. 
3. It’s created by entrepreneurs, innovators and small businesses – often people who have worked in government and the 

public sector and who can see exciting new ways of delivering public services.

Apart government efficiency, another sector GovTech is designed to boost is accountability. As some experts declare, one of 
the main functions of GovTech lies in deepening the quality of democracy thus possibly restoring long-lost trust in 
government institutions. This could be achieved by developing voting technology, providing access to the records of 
government meetings, bringing the ways of effectively using Internet as a communication medium for public debate, etc.

All in all, GovTech itself constitutes a driver of change inducing governments to reimagine themselves, their functions, and 
relationships with citizens ensuring sustainable future.

16hightech.fmSource: United NationsPwC



Two models of cooperation can explain the character of 
relationship between GovTech startups and the governments.

In the first, open, model, GovTech startups are invited to 
contribute their technologies and ideas, to propose initiatives 
and implement them. As PwC states, GovTech is “created by 
entrepreneurs, innovators and small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs) – often people who have worked in public 
services and can see exciting new ways of delivering improved 
outcomes and more efficient public services.” This model is 
designed to develop connections between two parties in order 
“to explore new ways of bringing small businesses and 
technology driven innovation to public leaders and policy 
makers.“ The best examples of this approach are US, UK, and 
some of the EU countries.

Experts widely support the idea that GovTech is a local 
phenomenon. Universalism is not acceptable, as technological 
solutions fully depend on political context, population size and 
diversity, stability, etc. Indeed, companies acting in accordance 
with the first model, are predominantly local, operating under 
the local law.
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GovTech Companies and Governments:
Two Models for E-Gov Development

The second model, closed (or traditional), is described by PwC as 
follows: “Traditionally government and public sector systems have 
been built in-house or by large IT companies. Data has been stored, 
and software developed, on proprietary platforms and very few are 
designed to share data or talk to each other.“

The typical example of this is Smart Nation and Digital Government 
Office in Singapore, which unites the CEOs and experts in government 
body with the purpose of transforming the public services delivery. 
Initiated in May 2017 under the Prime Minister’s Office, SNDGO 
established digitalisation as a core agenda for the Singapore 
Government and underscored its importance as a pillar in driving 
public service transformation efforts. Over the course of the year, 
GovTech has continued to make progress in implementing Strategic 
National Projects, delivering citizen-centric services and building 
technology capabilities in government agencies.

In other words, under this model the government agency develops and 
implements all the services. The same can be observed in Estonia 
where government had developed services, while IT corporations and 
startups had developed the tools.

Both open and closed models pursue building public-private 
partnerships under which government orders unique solution/product 
for its specific needs.

18
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According to the United Nations 2018 E-Government Survey, e-government has been rapidly growing since the first UN 
attempt to access the state of the industry in 2001. The percentage of countries with high level of e-government 
development is reaching 58%, although digital divide is still significant due to high cost of Internet access, e-illiteracy, and 
bad connectivity in poor countries. This growth brought improvement in public services, citizen engagement, and 
transparency and accountability of authorities at the local level.

In the reality of ongoing government digitalization, the key instrument for interaction between government and citizens is 
e-participation defined “as the process of engaging citizens through ICTs in policy, decision-making, and service design and 
delivery so as to make it participatory, inclusive, and deliberative” (United Nations, 2013). According to UN 2018 Survey, the 
number of governments encouraging citizens to contribute their ideas and provide feedback is growing, with Denmark, 
Finland, and Republic of Korea being absolute leaders in e-participation, followed by the Netherlands, Australia, Japan, New 
Zealand, Spain, UK, and US.

● The first level is e-information. Governments provide people with online information through ICT channels to help them 
make informed choices. E-information allows participation to be evidence-based and fully relevant.

● The second level of e-participation is e-consultation. Designing new services and crafting new policies is preceded by 
consulting the people in order to better respond to public expectations. If people feel that their voice is heard through 
e-consultation, this could increase utilization of other e-government services. Thus e-participation can serve as a 
catalyst towards greater e-inclusion.

● The third, and the most tricky, level of the e-participation is e-decision-making. It refers to such approach to the 
decision-making processes in which people can provide their own inputs and make a difference. For example, this can 
be done through direct e-voting via secure systems.

Initiatives through which different countries implement e-participation, vary. In Denmark, for instance, e-participation is a part 
of Digital Strategy for 2016-2020. Japan has the "Idea Box" Initiative, which is interactive website opened to gather ideas 
from people and discuss e-governance issues.
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3 Levels of E-participation

2121Source: United Nations E-Government Survey 2018

E-information Е-consultation E-decision-
making

Governments are providing 
people with information through 
ICT channels to help them make 
more informed choices at the next 
stage of consultation. 
E-information is critical because 
without access to publicly held 
information, participation cannot 
be evidence-based, fully relevant, 
or significant. 

E-consultation means consulting 
the people, it’s part of the process 
of crafting new policies, designing 
new services or projects. 
Consultation need not mean that 
the government is obligated to 
use the inputs received. Rather, it 
has the ability to leverage the 
information obtained to better 
respond to public sentiments on a 
particular subject.
 

E-decision-making refers to a 
process in which people provide 
their own inputs into 
decision-making processes.  Two 
examples are: direct e-voting via 
secure systems and identifying 
preferred (popular) options and 
proposals by rating them through 
social media’s functions.
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AI-Augmented Government
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Now AI has a great space for action in case of the global technological advancement. Cognitive technologies are already 
having a profound impact on government work, with more dramatic effects to come. AI-based applications could potentially 
reduce backlogs, cut costs, overcome resource constraints, free workers from mundane tasks, improve the accuracy of 
projections, inject intelligence into scores of processes and systems, and handle many other tasks humans can’t easily do 
on our own, such as predicting fraudulent transactions, identifying criminal suspects via facial recognition, and sifting 
millions of documents in real time for the most relevant content. 

AI presents governments with new choices about how to get work done, with some work fully automated, some divided 
among people and machines, and some performed by people but enhanced by machines.

Government areas in which AI can be used:

● Health care. Replacing human customer care executive is chatbots that are faster and intelligent to provide 
appropriate help to both healthcare professionals and patients. The UK launched medical bot that communicates with 
patients and answers basic question. It helps doctors to save time by avoiding talking to patients who actually do not 
need the medical care. 

● Transportation. Singapore uses AI for the support of intelligent transportation system to avoid traffic jams and other 
issues that helps to do work without unnecessary time expenditures. Pittsburg employs intelligent streetlights to 
promote energy saving and secure the cut of travel times by 25 percent and idling times by 40 percent.

● Law enforcement. The city of Chicago is attempting to prevent violent crimes before they happen. The city’s predictive 
analytics unit runs spatial algorithms on 911 call data to identify where and when violent crimes or robberies are most 
likely to happen.

● Defense and national security. The United Kingdom’s Institute for Strategic Dialogue has developed a 
natural-language-based solution to monitor the internet for signs of radicalization. Of the total sample of 42,000 
individuals identified online, nearly 800 were found to indicate signs of extremism.



Sources: Deloitte

Key functions replaced by bots

Opening email and
attachments

Logging into web/
enterprise applications

Reading and writing to
databases Copying and pasting

Filling in forms Moving files and folders Collecting social media
statistics

Extracting structured
data from documents

Connecting to system
APIs

Scraping data from
the web

Following if/then
decisions/rules Making calculations

Southern Nevada Health District 24

Decades ago, many sci-fi masterpieces were created and showed us a mystified world of science and technology. In recent 
years, technology has moved from science fiction into real life: AI programs can play games, recognize faces and speech, 
learn, and make informed decisions.

New technology means new opportunities for state services. For instance, robotic process automation (RPA) represents an 
excellent near-term opportunity for the government. RPA involves software, often called “bots,” that automate the kinds of 
tasks you would usually do on your own, mimicking the steps we would take to complete various digital tasks—filling out 
forms or purchase orders, cutting and pasting information from one spreadsheet to another, accessing multiple 
databases—accurately and rapidly. It’s relatively easy to realize significant productivity gains with bots without a 
fundamental process redesign.

Cognitive Technologies in Public Sector

Innovations also change health security methods. The Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD) oversees public health 
matters in Clark County. In 2014, SNHD randomly selected establishments for inspection. To improve its effectiveness, the 
health department has turned to AI applications. The department uses data from Twitter: an app employs geotagging and 
natural language processing to identify Twitter users reporting food poisoning and flag the restaurants they visited, 
generating a list of eateries for investigation. As a result, burden-era of inefficiency and dull paper-work is going to the past. 
AI, robots, and machines change our world gradually. 



How GovTech Use Blockchain
The digital government focuses on the provision of user-centric, 
agile and innovative public services. These service delivery 
models should leverage digital technologies and governmental 
and citizen information assets.  This implies improved public 
services in information registration and exchange processes. 

Blockchain in education

Singapore is using blockchain to create secure digital diplomas 
and academic certificates Employers will able to quickly and 
easily verify these digital certificates when graduates apply for 
jobs, instead of requesting physical copies. It cuts 
administrative work and assures authenticity. Dubai is using 
blockchain to support an online learning platform for anyone 
where students can shape their own courses and choose 
non-traditional learning methods.

Blockchain in real estate

Some countries have already begun trials for 
blockchain-enabled land registries. Sweden’s land-ownership 
authority conducted its first property transaction on the 
blockchain last year after two years of testing. And the New 
South Wales Land Registry Services recently developed a 
blockchain proof-of-concept to replace its largely paper-based 
property purchasing process.

25Sources: GovInsider European Commission

The main benefits of applying blockchain 
technology in governments

The decrease in economic costs, time and 
complexity in inter-governmental and 
public-private information exchanges.

Reduction of bureaucracy and corruption, 
induced by the use of distributed ledgers and 
programmable smart contracts. 

Improvement in automation, transparency, and 
accountability of information in governmental 
registries.

The increasing trust of citizens and companies 
in governmental processes and recordkeeping 
that are no longer under the sole control of the 
government.



GovTech strategies adoption history

GovTech Strategies Adoption History
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● The development of centralized electronic 
public services, automation of public 
administration and quick registration of 
business, etc.

● Rising expectations by citizens as well as 
demographic shifts inside public 
administrations will increase the velocity of 
e-government introduction and adoption of 
G2C, G2B and G2G services.

● The number of Asian GovTech startups will 
increase dramatically and achieve 
prominence on the international level. 
Tensions between US and China will bring 
Chinese GovTech companies into new 
markets.

GovTech 2020-2022 predictions



● The number of startups exclusively offering 
GovTech services will increase. 

● Government commitment to greater SME 
support and expenditures and GovTech 
innovations will increase.

● Progress in technologies artificial 
intelligence, cloud computing and data 
science will lead to substantial increases in 
the efficiency of GovTech. 

GovTech 2020-2022 predictions



Conclusions
“GovTech / E-governance Global Industry Landscape Overview 2019” is 160 page report, which provides a broad analysis of 
the trajectory of the GovTech industry by focusing on factors driving the ongoing transformation of the state, main sectors to 
be changed, barriers to continued progress and ways to overcome them. The report reviews 100 GovTech companies based 
in different regions and 350 investors in GovTech industry. 15 GovTech and Smart City tech hubs, 30 journalists and 40 
influencers are also presented in the report. 

● GovTech / E-Governance Industry. The chapter describes two models of cooperation can explain the character of 
relationship between GovTech startups and the governments. Both models pursue building public-private partnerships 
under which government orders unique solution/product for its specific needs. 

● Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain in GovTech. AI and Blockchain, which is given with special attention, became 
extra important tools in GovTech, which are defending the Governmental Technologies development in nearest future. 
This chapter presented how AI and Blockchain are connected with the GovTech, the reason why those two 
technologies will shape the GovTech industry in the nearest future. 

● GovTech Use Cases and Practical Implementations. The chapter presents the use cases of the most prominent or 
useful startups in the industry. 

● 30 Country Analysis: Various Experience in GovTech Development. In the frame of the report, it was decided to 
analyze and present the main results achieved in GovTech development and implementation by 30 Governments. 30 
countries from 5 geographical regions were chosen to show main trends and ways to introduce e-government, Smart 
City and CrimeTech technologies in various directions of governance and public management. 

● Longevity as New Government Strategy. Advances in biomedicine with the potential to increase Healthy Longevity, and 
a rapid global population aging, which threatens to impose a massive economic burden are two opposite megatrends. 
Both trends are quite important for the economy of many countries, and the possible solutions are closely connected 
to the GovTech solutions Governments can adopt. 
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Deep Knowledge Analytics (DKA) Disclaimer.

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deep Knowledge Analytics. The information herein is believed by DKA to be reliable but DKA makes no 
representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this communication will come to pass. 
DKA may provide, may have provided or may seek to provide advisory services to one or more companies mentioned herein. In addition, employees of DKA may have purchased 
or may purchase securities in one or more companies mentioned in this report. Opinions, estimates and analyses in this report constitute the current judgment of the author as of 
the date of this report. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of DKA and are subject to change without notice. DKA has no obligation to update, modify or amend this report 
or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, estimate, forecast or analysis set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes 
inaccurate. This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial 
instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction.

E-mail: info@govtech.global Website: www.govtech.global

Link to the Report: www.govtech.global/govtech-e-governance


